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Includes a new Afterword Finalist for the Council on Foreign Relations Arthur Ross Book
Award One of the world’s foremost authorities on the subject of suicide terrorism, the
esteemed political scientist Robert Pape has created the first comprehensive database of
every suicide terrorist attack in the world from 1980 until today. In Dying to Win, Pape provides
a groundbreaking demographic profile of modern suicide terrorist attackers–and his findings
offer a powerful counterpoint to what we now accept as conventional wisdom on the topic. He
also examines the early practitioners of this guerrilla tactic, including the ancient Jewish
Zealots, who in A.D. 66 wished to liberate themselves from Roman occupation; the Ismaili
Assassins, a Shi’ite Muslim sect in northern Iran in the eleventh and twelfth centuries; World
War II’s Japanese kamikaze pilots, three thousand of whom crashed into U.S. naval vessels;
and the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, a secular, Marxist-Leninist organization responsible for more
suicide terrorist attacks than any other group in history. Dying to Win is a startling work of
analysis grounded in fact, not politics, that recommends concrete ways for states to fight and
prevent terrorist attacks now. Transcending speculation with systematic scholarship, this is one
of the most important studies of the terrorist threat to the United States and its allies since
9/11. “Invaluable . . . gives Americans an urgently needed basis for devising a strategy to
defeat Osama bin Laden and other Islamist militants.” –Michael Scheuer, author of Imperial
Hubris “Provocative . . . Pape wants to change the way you think about suicide bombings and
explain why they are on the rise.” –Henry Schuster, CNN.com “Enlightening . . . sheds
interesting light on a phenomenon often mistakenly believed to be restricted to the Middle
East.” –The Washington Post Book World “Brilliant.” –Peter Bergen, author of Holy War, Inc.
This book intends to discuss the ethical questions of counter-terrorism for the military, with an
emphasis on its counter-terrorist role in our home countries.
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Examines terrorists¿ involvement
in a variety of crimes ranging from motor vehicle violations, immigration fraud, and mfg. illegal
firearms to counterfeiting, armed bank robbery, and smuggling weapons of mass destruction.
There are 3 parts: (1) Compares the criminality of internat. jihad groups with domestic rightwing groups. (2) Six case studies of crimes includes trial transcripts, official reports, previous
scholarship, and interviews with law enforce. officials and former terrorists are used to explore
skills that made crimes possible; or events and lack of skill that the prevented crimes. Includes
brief bio. of the terrorists along with descriptions of their org., strategies, and plots. (3) Analysis
of the themes in closing arguments of the transcripts in Part 2. Illus.
This fascinating study shows how terrorism as developed and practiced in Romanov Russia
has, over the past century, manifested itself as the template for modern and postmodern
terrorism as a universal sociocultural, psychological, and existential experience, irrespective of
particular political causes, ethnic distinctions, and ideological boundaries. • Offers data based
on extensive archival and primary research • Includes citations from numerous original
sources found in Russian, American, European, and Israeli depositories • Provides a
comprehensive bibliography of primary and secondary sources
"Gordon Hahn has provided an outstanding analysis of the Islamist insurrection of the
Caucasus, a conflict which reached out and took innocent lives in Boston, as well as in many
Russian, Chechen and Dagestani cities and villages. His thorough scholarship sets a new
benchmark in the study of religiously motivated terrorism in the former Soviet area."--Ariel
Cohen, Senior Research Fellow, The Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for
International Studies "In this important book, Hahn masterfully moves beyond arid structural
explanations to explore the contingent historical, ideological and leadership factors that have
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made the Caucasus Emirate a major, if often under-recognized, node in the current global
jihadist landscape."--Dr. Gary Ackerman, Director, National Consortium for the Study of
Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) "In this important book, Hahn has thoroughly
documented the extent to which the earlier ethno-nationalist conflict in Chechnya has been
progressively “jihadized” ideologically and internationalized, a crucial transformation that has
largely gone unrecognized."--Jeffrey M. Bale, Ph.D., Senior Researcher, Monterey Terrorism
Research and Education Program "Gordon Hahn lays out how groups and individuals from the
Northern Caucasus and elsewhere in Russia have evolved and strengthened links with likeminded non-Russia-based terrorist networks around the world, including Syria. This is a
security threat that directly affects the United States and its allies, and Gordon Hahn's book is
THE source to get up to speed on the topic."--Andrew Kuchins, Director and Senior Fellow of
the Russia and Eurasia Program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington D.C. Russia's North Caucasus mujahedin of the self-declared Caucasus Emirate
and the history thereof is part and parcel of the global jihadi revolutionary movement which
includes but is no longer led by Al Qaeda. This book corrects the inadequate previous
treatments of the violence in the Caucasus, almost 1all of which explain what ought to be
called the rise of jihadism in the Caucasus solely in terms of Russian actions. The author
brings the international jihadist and local North Caucasian causes back into the picture,
detailing the global Jihadist/Islamist revolutionary movement's propagation of the "jihadi
method" and material support to nationalist and Islamic extremists in Chechnya and the
Caucasus since the mid-1990s. Like jihadi groups in Afghanistan and Pakistan, Iraq, Syria, and
Africa, the Caucasus Emirate is an Al Qaeda ally and de facto affiliate. It represents a threat to
Russian, U.S., and international security as evidenced by terrorist plots perpetrated or inspired
by it in Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Spain, Azerbaijan, and Boston.
In the winter of 1909, a political bombshell exploded in tsarist Russia. Scandal swept not only
the empire but the entire world with the exposure of the secret life of one man. Newspaper
headlines introduced him as a "twentieth-century Judas," and since his initiation to the most
notorious villains' club, his name, Evno Filipovich Azef, has remained in the Russian tradition
as a synonym for scandalous duplicity, unscrupulous perfidy, and criminal provocation. His
story is inseparable from the history of the Russian Socialist-Revolutionary party (PSR) and the
terrorism that plagued the tsarist regime in the first decade of the twentieth century. More than
17,000 people were killed or wounded throughout the empire between 1905 and 1910 as a
result of political assassination attempts alone. The use of undercover police spies to infiltrate
oppositionist groups was a primary means of combatting terrorist activity. Enter Evno Azef, a
man who, before being reviled by Socialist-Revolutionary party leaders as a traitorous double
agent, would spend fifteen years inside the PSR, the largest terrorist organization in Russia. A
man who would rise to a position of prominence in the party's Central Committee, and become
one of the most trusted leaders of its famous terrorist arm, the SR Combat Organization: Evno
Azef, Russian master spy. A thorough investigation based on all available documentary
resources-available for the first time due to the Soviet government's demise-Entangled in
Terror: The Azef Affair and the Russian Revolution sorts out the facts of the case from rumors
and legends. Entangled in Terror explores the background and history of the radical SR party
and its Combat Organization, the course of Azef's career, his role within the party, and the
extent and frequency of his contacts with the secret police. The book evaluates the
consequences of the Azef affair for the party, for the Russian revolutionary movement, and for
terrorism in Russia. Finally, Entangled in Terror examines
The aim of this book is to provide readers with the tools to understand the historical evolution
of terrorism and counterterrorism over the past 150 years. In order to appreciate the
contemporary challenges posed by terrorism it is necessary to look at its evolution, at the
different phases it has gone through, and the transformations it has experienced. The same
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applies to the solutions that states have come up with to combat terrorism: the nature of
terrorism changes but still it is possible to learn from past experiences even though they are
not directly applicable to the present. This book provides a fresh look at the history of terrorism
by providing in-depth analysis of several important terrorist crises and the reactions to them in
the West and beyond. The general framework is laid out in four parts: terrorism prior to the
Cold War, the Western experience with terrorism, non-Western experiences with terrorism, and
contemporary terrorism and anti-terrorism. The issues covered offer a broad range of historical
and current themes, many of which have been neglected in existing scholarship; it also
features a chapter on the waves phenomenon of terrorism against its international background.
This book will be of much interest to students of terrorism studies, political violence,
international history, security studies and IR.
The story of Russia’s First World War remains largely unknown, neglected by historians who
have been more interested in the grand drama that unfolded in 1917. In Russia’s First World
War: A Social and Economic History Peter Gatrell shows that war is itself ‘revolutionary’ –
rupturing established social and economic ties, but also creating new social and economic
relationships, affiliations, practices and opportunities. Russia’s First World War brings together
the findings of Russian and non-Russian historians, and draws upon fresh research. It turns
the spotlight on what Churchill called the ‘unknown war’, providing an authoritative account
that finally does justice to the impact of war on Russia’s home front
A spellbinding new biography of Stalin in his formative years This is the definitive biography of
Joseph Stalin from his birth to the October Revolution of 1917, a panoramic and often chilling
account of how an impoverished, idealistic youth from the provinces of tsarist Russia was
transformed into a cunning and fearsome outlaw who would one day become one of the
twentieth century's most ruthless dictators. In this monumental book, Ronald Grigor Suny
sheds light on the least understood years of Stalin's career, bringing to life the turbulent world
in which he lived and the extraordinary historical events that shaped him. Suny draws on a
wealth of new archival evidence from Stalin's early years in the Caucasus to chart the
psychological metamorphosis of the young Stalin, taking readers from his boyhood as a
Georgian nationalist and romantic poet, through his harsh years of schooling, to his
commitment to violent engagement in the underground movement to topple the tsarist
autocracy. Stalin emerges as an ambitious climber within the Bolshevik ranks, a resourceful
leader of a small terrorist band, and a writer and thinker who was deeply engaged with some of
the most incendiary debates of his time. A landmark achievement, Stalin paints an
unforgettable portrait of a driven young man who abandoned his religious faith to become a
skilled political operative and a single-minded and ruthless rebel.
We live in an era dominated by terrorism but struggle to understand its meaning and the real
nature of the threat. In this new edition of his widely acclaimed survey of the topic, Randall Law
makes sense of the history of terrorism by examining it within its broad political, religious and
social contexts and tracing its development from the ancient world to the 21st century. In
Terrorism: A History, Law reveals how the very definition of the word has changed, how the
tactics and strategies of terrorism have evolved, and how those who have used it adapted to
revolutions in technology, communications, and political ideologies. Terrorism: A History
extensively covers such topics as jihadist violence, state terror, the Israeli/Palestinian conflict,
Northern Ireland, anarcho-terrorism, and the Ku Klux Klan, plus lesser known movements in
Uruguay and Algeria, as well as the pre-modern uses of terror in ancient Rome, medieval
Europe, and the French Revolution. This thoroughly revised edition features up-to-date
analysis of: · Al-Qaeda’s affiliates and the “franchising” of jihadism · “Lone wolf” violence in
the United States and Europe · Sri Lanka’s victory over the Tamil Tigers Other features
include updated and expanded bibliographies in each chapter, more scholarly citations, and a
new conclusion, making Terrorism: A History the go-to book for those wishing to understand
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the real nature and importance of this ubiquitous phenomenon.
2005 marks the centenary of Russia’s ‘first revolution’ - an unplanned, spontaneous rejection
of Tsarist rule that was a response to the ‘Bloody Sunday’ massacre of 9th January 1905. A
wave of strikes, urban uprisings, peasant revolts, national revolutions and mutinies swept
across the Russian Empire, and it proved a crucial turning point in the demise of the autocracy
and the rise of a revolutionary socialism that would shape Russia, Europe and the international
system for the rest of the twentieth century. The centenary of the Revolution has prompted
scholars to review and reassess our understanding of what happened in 1905. Recent
opportunities to access archives throughout the former Soviet Union are yielding new
provincial perspectives, as well as fresh insights into the roles of national and religious
minorities, and the parts played by individuals, social groups, political parties and institutions.
This text brings together some of the best of this new research and reassessment, and
includes thirteen chapters written by leading historians from around the world, together with an
introduction from Abraham Ascher.
How do terrorist groups control their members? Do the tools groups use to monitor their
operatives and enforce discipline create security vulnerabilities that governments can exploit?
This title examines the great variation in how terrorist groups are structured.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The first definitive history of the Mossad, Shin Bet, and
the IDF’s targeted killing programs, hailed by The New York Times as “an exceptional work, a
humane book about an incendiary subject.” WINNER OF THE NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK
AWARD IN HISTORY NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
JENNIFER SZALAI, THE NEW YORK TIMES NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The Economist • The New York Times Book Review • BBC History Magazine •
Mother Jones • Kirkus Reviews The Talmud says: “If someone comes to kill you, rise up and
kill him first.” This instinct to take every measure, even the most aggressive, to defend the
Jewish people is hardwired into Israel’s DNA. From the very beginning of its statehood in
1948, protecting the nation from harm has been the responsibility of its intelligence community
and armed services, and there is one weapon in their vast arsenal that they have relied upon
to thwart the most serious threats: Targeted assassinations have been used countless times,
on enemies large and small, sometimes in response to attacks against the Israeli people and
sometimes preemptively. In this page-turning, eye-opening book, journalist and military analyst
Ronen Bergman—praised by David Remnick as “arguably [Israel’s] best investigative
reporter”—offers a riveting inside account of the targeted killing programs: their successes, their
failures, and the moral and political price exacted on the men and women who approved and
carried out the missions. Bergman has gained the exceedingly rare cooperation of many
current and former members of the Israeli government, including Prime Ministers Shimon
Peres, Ehud Barak, Ariel Sharon, and Benjamin Netanyahu, as well as high-level figures in the
country’s military and intelligence services: the IDF (Israel Defense Forces), the Mossad (the
world’s most feared intelligence agency), Caesarea (a “Mossad within the Mossad” that
carries out attacks on the highest-value targets), and the Shin Bet (an internal security service
that implemented the largest targeted assassination campaign ever, in order to stop what had
once appeared to be unstoppable: suicide terrorism). Including never-before-reported, behindthe-curtain accounts of key operations, and based on hundreds of on-the-record interviews and
thousands of files to which Bergman has gotten exclusive access over his decades of
reporting, Rise and Kill First brings us deep into the heart of Israel’s most secret activities.
Bergman traces, from statehood to the present, the gripping events and thorny ethical
questions underlying Israel’s targeted killing campaign, which has shaped the Israeli nation,
the Middle East, and the entire world. “A remarkable feat of fearless and responsible reporting
. . . important, timely, and informative.”—John le Carré
This book explores an event described by the Times as 'one of the greatest and most
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sensational political conspiracies of modern times'. On 21 July 1905, just after the Friday
Prayer at the Y?ld?z Hamidiye Mosque in Istanbul, a car bomb exploded and left 26 dead with
another 58 wounded. Sultan Abdülhamid II, the target of the attack, remained unscathed. The
Ottoman police soon discovered that Armenian revolutionaries were behind the plot and
several people were arrested and convicted, among them the Belgian anarchist Edward Joris.
His incarceration sparked international reaction and created a diplomatic conflict. The
assassination attempt failed, the events faded from memory, and the plot became a footnote in
early twentieth-century history. This book rediscovers the conspiracy as a transnational
moment in late Ottoman history, opening a window on key themes in modern history, such as
international law, terrorism, Orientalism, diplomacy, anarchism, imperialism, nationalism, mass
media and humanitarianism. It provides an original look on the many trans- and international
links between the Ottoman Empire, Europe and the rest of the world at the start of the
twentieth century. cdscds
An accessible, authoritative history of terrorism, offering systematic analyses of key themes,
problems and case studies from terrorism's long past.
This collection provides scholars and students with a wide-ranging overview of the issues,
events and personalities of the two turbulent decades before the 1917 revolution in Russia.
An introduction to a complex but hugely influential Russian novel written on the eve of the First
World War. Accessible essays explain how Petersburg articulated the sensibility, ideas,
phobias, and aspirations of Russian and transnational modernism.
The best country-by-country assessment of human rights. The human rights records of more
than ninety countries and territories are put into perspective in Human Rights Watch's
signature yearly report. Reflecting extensive investigative work undertaken by Human Rights
Watch staff, in close partnership with domestic human rights activists, the annual World Report
is an invaluable resource for journalists, diplomats, and citizens, and is a must-read for anyone
interested in the fight to protect human rights in every corner of the globe.
For Whom The Bell Tolls opens in May 1937, at the height of the Spanish Civil War. An
American man named Robert Jordan, who has left the United States to enlist on the
Republican side in the war, travels behind enemy lines to work with Spanish guerrilla fighters,
or guerrilleros, hiding in the mountains. The Republican command has assigned Robert Jordan
the dangerous and difficult task of blowing up a Fascist-controlled bridge as part of a larger
Republican offensive. A peasant named Anselmo guides Robert Jordan to the guerrilla camp,
which is hidden in a cave. Along the way, they encounter Pablo, the leader of the camp, who
greets Robert Jordan with hostility and opposes the bridge operation because he believes it
endangers the guerrilleros’ safety. Robert Jordan suspects that Pablo may betray or sabotage
the mission.
The Routledge History of Death Since 1800 looks at how death has been treated and dealt
with in modern history – the history of the past 250 years – in a global context, through a mix of
definite, often quantifiable changes and a complex, qualitative assessment of the subject. The
book is divided into three parts, with the first considering major trends in death history and
identifying widespread patterns of change and continuity in the material and cultural features of
death since 1800. The second part turns to specifically regional experiences, and the third
offers more specialized chapters on key topics in the modern history of death. Historical
findings and debates feed directly into a current and prospective assessment of death, as
many societies transition into patterns of ageing that will further alter the death experience and
challenge modern reactions. Thus, a final chapter probes this topic, by way of introducing the
links between historical experience and current trajectories, ensuring that the book gives the
reader a framework for assessing the ongoing process, as well as an understanding of the
past. Global in focus and linking death to a variety of major developments in modern global
history, the volume is ideal for all those interested in the multifaceted history of how death is
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dealt with in different societies over time and who want access to the rich and growing
historiography on the subject. Chapter 1 of this book is freely available as a downloadable
Open Access PDF under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0
license at https://tandfbis.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/rtfiles/docs/Open+Access+Chapters/9780429028274_oachapter1.pdf.
This fascinating study shows how terrorism as developed and practiced in Romanov Russia
has, over the past century, manifested itself as the template for modern and postmodern
terrorism as a universal sociocultural, psychological, and existential experience, irrespective of
particular political causes, ethnic distinctions, and ideological boundaries. * Offers data based
on extensive archival and primary research * Includes citations from numerous original sources
found in Russian, American, European, and Israeli depositories * Provides a comprehensive
bibliography of primary and secondary sources
Reconsidering the Russian Revolution a century later Reflecting on the fate of the Russian
Revolution one hundred years after the October Uprising, Ronald Grigor Suny—one of the
world’s leading historians of the period—explores how scholars and political scientists have
tried to understand this historic upheaval, the civil war that followed, and the extraordinary
intrusion of ordinary people onto the world stage. Suny provides an assessment of the choices
made in the revolutionary years by Soviet leaders—the achievements, costs, and losses that
continue to weigh on us today. A quarter century after the disintegration of the USSR, the
revolution is usually told as a story of failure. However, Suny reevaluates its radical democratic
ambitions, its missed opportunities, victories, and the colossal agonies of trying to build a kind
of “socialism” in the inhospitable, isolated environment of peasant Russia. He ponders what
lessons 1917 provides for Marxists and anyone looking for alternatives to capitalism and
bourgeois democracy.
Anna Geifman examines the explosion of terrorist activity that took place in the Russian empire
from the years just prior to the turn of the century through 1917, a period when over 17,000
people were killed or wounded by revolutionary extremists. On the basis of new research, she
argues that a multitude of assassination attempts, bombings, ideologically motivated robberies,
and incidents of armed assault, kidnapping, extortion, and blackmail for party purposes played
a primary role in the revolution of 1905 and early twentieth-century Russian political history in
general.
Explores the social, political, and cultural factors that cultivate extreme violence and Jewish
terrorism.

From the end of the Mongol Empire to today, Russian history is a tale of cultural,
political, economic and military interaction with Western powers. The depth of this
relationship has created a geopolitical dilemma: Russia has persistently been both
attracted to and at odds with Western ideas and technological development, which
have tended to threaten Russia's sense of identity and create destabilizing divisions
within society. Simultaneously, deepening involvement in Western international affairs
brought meddling in Russian domestic politics and military invasion. This book
examines how the centuries-old Western threat has shaped Russia's political and
strategic structures, creating a culture of security rooted in vigilance against Western
influence and interference.
With a foreword by Geoffrey Robertson, QC. The issues of terror and terrorism confront
us every day- every time we board a flight, pick up a newspaper or watch television.
Concerns about terrorism now dictate domestic and foreign policies around the world.
In a very real sense, one way or another we find ourselves in the grip of terror. But what
is terror? How is it described, measured and experienced? Is the current terrorist threat
unprecedented? The answers to many of these questions, and the lessons therein, are
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to be found in history; and nowhere more so than in Europe. In fact, Europe has been
home to some of the most terrifying and horrific events in recorded human history. This
collection takes a broad-ranging yet detailed look at the landmark events and epochs of
terror across Europe, from the Gunpowder Plot of 1605 to the terrorist bombings on the
London Underground in July 2005. Drawing on leading authorities from across the
globe, this volume explores the historical mutation of political violence and concepts of
terror. Terror will be of interest to scholars of history, international relations and political
science; to policy makers; and to the educated layperson.
This book traces the history of revolutionary movements in nineteenth- century Russia,
ending with the great famine of 1891-92, by which time Marxism was already in the
ascendant. Originally published in 1986. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest
print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from
the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
In this informative text, three philosophers, all experts on the ethos of conflict, examine
the various definitions of terrorism and the nature of martyr terrorism.
The first global history of the secret diplomatic and police campaign against anarchist
terrorism from 1880 to the 1920s.
This book is the definitive guide to the topical issue of the relationship between political
parties that embrace the democratic process and terrorist groups which eschew the
legal and procedural strictures of democracy. The fully revised edition continues to
provide the most detailed theoretical and empirical analysis of this controversial issue,
highlighting the fluid nature of boundaries between terrorist organisation and legitimate
political party. Drawing on a vast array of data, the authors examine a large number of
international case studies from Italy, Spain, Lebanon, Turkey, Iran, Israel, Palestine,
Peru, Argentina, Japan and Northern Ireland. By incorporating substantial new material
on ETA, Hizbollah and Hamas, this book retains its position at the forefront of the
worldwide political discussion on terrorism, and continues to be essential reading for all
students, academics and readers with an interest in security studies, terrorism and
political violence
First published in English in 2007 under title: The history of terrorism: from antiquity to
al Qaeda.
How an antisemitic legend gave voice to widespread fears surrounding the expansion
of private credit in Western capitalism The Promise and Peril of Credit takes an incisive
look at pivotal episodes in the West’s centuries-long struggle to define the place of
private finance in the social and political order. It does so through the lens of a
persistent legend about Jews and money that reflected the anxieties surrounding the
rise of impersonal credit markets. By the close of the Middle Ages, new and
sophisticated credit instruments made it easier for European merchants to move funds
across the globe. Bills of exchange were by far the most arcane of these financial
innovations. Intangible and written in a cryptic language, they fueled world trade but
also lured naive investors into risky businesses. Francesca Trivellato recounts how the
invention of these abstruse credit contracts was falsely attributed to Jews, and how this
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story gave voice to deep-seated fears about the unseen perils of the new paper
economy. She locates the legend’s earliest version in a seventeenth-century handbook
on maritime law and traces its legacy all the way to the work of the founders of modern
social theory—from Marx to Weber and Sombart. Deftly weaving together economic,
legal, social, cultural, and intellectual history, Trivellato vividly describes how Christian
writers drew on the story to define and redefine what constituted the proper boundaries
of credit in a modern world increasingly dominated by finance.
"This book is a global history of the Interwar period, which posits a new history for the
origins of the Second World War. Jonathan Haslam argues that it was not only the
failures of the treaties that ended the First World War that led to the Second, as has
traditionally been supposed. Rather, fear of international communism hampered the
Great Powers and prevented the necessary diplomatic steps to contain the aggression
of Germany and Japan to a much greater extent and much earlier in history than
previous scholarship has recognized. Haslam looks at newly discovered and neglected
archival materials around the world to show how communism as a social and political
force shaped the politics in countries as diverse as Britain, Spain, France, as well as
the U.S., China, and European colonies in the 1920s and 1930s. Both Communism and
fear of communism were essential components of the period's political and class
divides within Europe, the Weimar crisis, the Great Depression, and colonial conflicts
around the world. These social factors formed the essential background to the grand
political dramas in each country, explaining for example why France seemed timid,
Britain appeased, and the U.S. self-isolated. Haslam expertly brings together domestic
and international politics as well as the European and Asian theaters to shed new light
on this pivotal period of history in new ways. Ultimately, he shows that international
communism was much a more significant factor in the diplomatic failures that permitted
Japan's increased aggression and Hitler's rise to power than was previously thought"-Though the history of terrorism stretches back to the ancient world, today it is often
understood as a recent development. Comprehensive enough to serve as a survey for
students or newcomers to the field, yet with enough depth to engage the specialist, The
Routledge History of Terrorism is the first single-volume authoritative reference text to
place terrorism firmly into its historical context. Terrorism is a transnational
phenomenon with a convoluted history that defies easy periodization and narrative
treatment. Over the course of 32 chapters, experts in the field analyze its historical
significance and explore how and why terrorism emerged as a set of distinct strategies,
tactics, and mindsets across time and space. Chapters address not only familiar topics
such as the Northern Irish Troubles, the Palestine Liberation Organization, international
terrorism, and the rise of al-Qaeda, but also lesser-explored issues such as: American
racial terrorism state terror and terrorism in the Middle Ages tyrannicide from Ancient
Greece and Rome to the seventeenth century the roots of Islamist violence the urban
guerrilla, terrorism, and state terror in Latin America literary treatments of terrorism.
With an introduction by the editor explaining the book’s rationale and organization, as
well as a guide to the definition of terrorism, an historiographical chapter analysing the
historical approach to terrorism studies, and an eight-chapter section that explores
critical themes in the history of terrorism, this book is essential reading for all those
interested in the past, present, and future of terrorism.
This book presents new perspectives and fresh insight into the roles of national and
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religious minorities and the parts played by individuals, social groups, political parties
and institutions in the 1905 Russian revolution.
A bewildering feature of so much contemporary political violence is its stunning
impersonality, with every city centre a potential shooting gallery; every metro system a
potential bomb alley. Killing Strangers explores how acts of political violence have
changed over time, becoming 'unchained' from inter-personal relationships.
Distinguished scholars of Russian Jewish history reflect on the pogroms in Tsarist and
revolutionary Russia.
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